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Abstract—In exascale systems, increasing error rates—particularly silent data corruption—are a major concern. The Global View Resilience (GVR) system builds a new model of application resilience on versioned arrays. These arrays can be used for flexible, application-specific error checking and recovery. We explore a fundamental challenge to the GVR model—the cost of versioning. We propose a novel log-structured implementation that appends new data to an update log, simultaneously tracking modified regions and versioning incrementally. We compare performance of log-structured to traditional flat arrays using micro-benchmarks and several full applications, and show that versioning can be more than 10x faster, and reduce memory size significantly. Further, in future systems with NVRAM, a log-structured approach is more tolerant of NVRAM limitations such as write bandwidth and wear-out.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the widely documented changes in CMOS scaling, power is an increasingly critical concern for systems from mobile to supercomputer scale. As a result, both aggressive voltage scaling and the physical challenges of deep submicron technologies (14nm and 7nm) give rise to increased error rates, wearout, and manufactured variability. Consequently, computer reliability is an increasing concern, particularly in high-performance computers whose extraordinary scale (over 1 million cores) exacerbates both power and reliability concerns [1], [2], [3], [4]. Recent studies of modern supercomputers have shown failure as the norm rather than the exception, with system-wide mean time between failures of a few hours [5], [6]. Many expect this situation will deteriorate further in future HPC systems, with exascale systems projected to have mean time to interrupt (MTTI) as low as 10 to 30 minutes [7], [8], [2], [9]. Under these circumstances, without help, applications will struggle to make efficient progress.

While many failures incur detectable data loss or process and node crashes1, recent years have seen growing concern about latent errors, (silent data corruption or SDC [10]) because so many HPC modeling computations are sensitive, high precision simulations of chaotic of unstable systems. Also, numerous reports document SDC errors are more frequent than previously understood. For example, the BlueGene/L system (106,496 nodes) experiences an L1 cache error (parity error) every 4-6 hours [9]. The Cray XT5 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory experiences an uncorrectable double bit error on a daily basis [11]. Higher error rate will also raise the probability of latent error occurrence, because for example for memory errors, multi-bit error that cannot be detected by ECC or chipkill would happen more often. Latent errors are generally invisible (silent) until the corrupted data is activated [12], so the detection intervals can be heavily algorithm-dependent or application-dependent, and generally much longer. As shown in previous studies [13], [11], the latent errors can create severe application problems such as incorrect results or extreme performance degradation. Identifying and dealing with latent errors efficiently is challenging. Memory scrubbing can uncover errors, but is expensive [14], [15]. Software solutions employ redundancy and specialize fault-tolerant algorithms [16], [17], application-level error checking [15], and critical MPI message validation [11]. However general techniques are rare, and known techniques introduce significant overhead for parallel applications [11], [18], and consequently are rarely used.

Versioned arrays are one promising general approach for identifying and dealing with latent errors. Multiple versions of array contents provides data redundancy, which allows applications to rollback from a version taken before the error [19], [20], or even apply forward recovery driven by an application-specific knowledge.

The Global View Resilience (GVR) library is designed to enable programmers to create portable applications that are resilient to a broad range of errors including traditional process/node crashes and more difficult latent errors. Specifically, applications designers can employ:

- multi-version global arrays (a.k.a. global data structures) (enable complex and latent error recovery),
- multi-stream versioning (allow each data structure to be versioned under programmer control), and
- unified error signaling and handling, customized for each global data structure (allow simple checks and techniques to handle large classes of error, and exploitation of application semantics).

In this paper, we focus on efficient implementation of multi-version arrays, the central portable abstraction in GVR for data resilience. Varied application studies involving linear solvers, Monte Carlo methods, particle codes, and even adaptive mesh refinement have demonstrated the GVR approach promising for both portable, flexible resilience that can handle many different hardware and software errors in an application-custom fashion 2. However, a common concern is what is the cost of versioning?. For high-performance computing programs in particular, such concerns are critical to the practical viability of the GVR approach.

We propose a new approach to versioning—a log-structured implementation—and evaluate that approach with micro-benchmarks and applications. First, we describe our design and implementation of the log-structured array, with two different

1As well as many correctable data errors, but we focus on those not automatically corrected by the hardware here.

2See http://gvr.cs.uchicago.edu/
access schemes (message- and RMA-based). A particular challenge in large parallel machines is effective use of both message passing and remote-memory access (RMA). Without RMA, competitive performance is challenging. Second, we evaluate and compare the log-structured approach to the traditional flat array approach using several micro-benchmarks and synthetic benchmarks to measure communication latency, bandwidth, and version increment cost. Finally we evaluate both log-structured and flat implementations using three full applications, OpenMC, canneal, and preconditioned conjugate-gradient. This last evaluation is done for a DRAM-only system, and a system that uses DRAM and SSD/Flash to store versions.

Specific contributions include:

- design of a log-structured implementation of arrays that supports efficient versioning and RMA access
- evaluation of versioning in flat (traditional) and log-structured implementations using microbenchmarks shows 10x faster versioning for 1MB array
- overall, the micro-benchmarks indicate that log-based implementations deliver comparable performance on reads (within 26% overhead), but incur additional overheads on writes (from 7% to 99%). Overall performance will depend on workload
- the synthetic benchmark shows that the log-structured implementation can take snapshot 19x faster than flat array on 5 puts/version workload, while saving more than 99% of memory.
- application benchmarks show negligible versioning runtime overheads in most cases (3.7% for PCG, 4.7% for OpenMC), and reduces memory for preserving versions by 30% to 48%.
- with NVRAM, log-structured approach increase tolerance of low write bandwidth or limited lifetime, improving performance by 20% (OpenMC, with SSD).

II. BACKGROUND

A. Global View Resilience

The Global View Resilience (GVR) project supports a new model of application resilience built on versioned arrays (multi-version). A programmer can select a global array [21] for versioning and control timing and frequency (multi-stream). Access to these arrays is provided through dedicated library calls such as put or get. Application also controls when to create a version by calling version_inc collectively. The timeline of application state created by versioned arrays can then be used to both check application data for errors, and to recover from said errors (application-customized checking and recovery). While the GVR system provides consistent versions of single array, any coordination across multiple arrays (i.e. across the multiple streams) is an application responsibility. Old versions become read-only from the application semantics. This property allows the GVR library to transform the versions easily, such as compression, encryption, hardening with error checking code, etc. Because the GVR library operates at the level of application arrays, it is both convenient to use and portable, enabling convenient portable resilience.

Because errors can be difficult or costly to detect, they are sometimes latent, and thus multiple versions can be used to improve overall performance and reliability [19]. This capability is beyond that of traditional checkpoint/restart systems that only maintain a single checkpoint; if there are latent errors that corrupt the checkpoint, there is no way to recover the system. Lu et al. show when multi-version checkpointing is useful [19] across a range of error and detection latency assumptions. The application-level abstraction of multi-version arrays creates a wide variety of opportunities for flexible error checking and recovery exploiting application semantics. However, those topics are the subject of other research studies.

B. Preserving Multiple Versions Efficiently

A central challenge for the multi-version foundation for resilience is how to implement versioning efficiently. The conventional method is to create an copy of the array for each new version, where denoted as the flat array approach. GVR limits modification to the current version of the array, limiting older versions to read-only which opens numerous avenues for optimization.

Our studies show that many applications modify only part of an array between versions. For example, Figure 2 shows the behavior of the canneal benchmark (from PARSEC [22]). We instrumented accesses to the main data structure called netlist::elements, a contiguous array buffer, to understand modification patterns using the PIN tool [23]. This structure is the core needed for resilient execution. We assume that the array is divided into fixed-size blocks, and mark each block if the contents of the block is modified. Figure 2 shows that only a small amount of the array is updated during each iteration. Because the canneal benchmark runs for several iterations with a barrier synchronization at the end of each iteration, it naturally corresponds to a version. Our results show that a small fraction of the array is updated in each iteration, creating opportunity for optimization.
III. DESIGN

We present the design of log-structured implementations for global arrays. We first describe the in-memory data structure, then two implementations—RMA-based and message-based protocol.

A. Data Distribution

Each global array is a distributed collection of buffers that together comprise a single logical array. We assume that data distributions map each range of array indices to a corresponding remote memory buffer, and we assume the data distribution does not change across versions. For a given operation, the memory buffer (target) we need to access may be in a remote node. We use the term “client” to indicate the originating node and “server” for the target node.

B. Data structures

Figure 3 illustrates the in-memory log data structure of a log-structured array. An array consists of a single contiguous memory region, dividing it into two parts—data and metadata blocks. Within the array, a region of the global array is divided into fixed-size blocks, each storing a portion of user data. Each metadata block contains a pointer to a user data block. Thus for a given array size, we have a fixed number of metadata blocks for each version. For example, given that \( L \) is the length of array and \( B \) is block size, single version requires \( \lceil L/B \rceil \) metadata blocks.

C. Operational semantics

There are two cases for a put operation. In the base case, new data blocks are allocated at the tail of the log to record the modified data. Then the corresponding metadata blocks are updated, pointing to the newly allocated blocks. If the put operation is overwriting data that has already been modified since the most recent version creation, then it simply overwrites the current data block. No new allocation is required. Thus new versions are created incrementally based on new modifications of a region.

Upon \( \text{version}\_\text{inc}() \), we can create a logical new version by simply creating a new set of metadata blocks for the version (similar to a copy-on-write process creation). The new metadata blocks are simply appended to the tail of the log. And the location of the metadata (current version), but not their contents is broadcast to all of the clients. At this moment, all metadata blocks are identical to those of the previous version.

If there are concurrent and non-conflicting put and get operations, the implementation must merge the updates and capture all modifications. GVR provides synchronization operations to order conflicting updates, and if operations are not well-ordered, then arbitrary interleavings of update are acceptable.

D. Data Access Protocols

A key feature of modern cluster networks is RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access). RDMA can be high performance because it is 1-sided, not requiring involvement from the remote CPU. We present two access protocols for comparisons, one with RDMA and the other without RDMA. Hereafter we use more generic term RMA (Remote Memory Access), instead of RDMA.

1) RMA-based Protocol: Uses RMA operations only, with all data operations implemented by clients. The server exposes memory regions through RMA, but performs no operations.

   a) Metadata cache: To access array data, a client needs the metadata blocks to find the location of the needed data blocks. Upon access, the client first checks the cache for the needed metadata, and if necessary fetches it from the remote node. Because the metadata may be correct even across a \( \text{version}\_\text{inc}() \), the metadata cache is not flushed at new version create. Instead, it is checked upon access, and if determined to be stale (failed access), then it is updated. As described in III-C, each metadata block is updated at most once in a single version. This means if a metadata block is already updated in the latest version, it will never change. Therefore, if a metadata cache is for the updated block, that cache is guaranteed to be always valid. As a result, each metadata cache has two states: \textit{valid} and \textit{maybe invalid}. Each client can determine the state of the cache without involving communications. Upon a version increment, all processes exchange the position of the log tail. If a metadata cache points to a location after the known log tail, that cache is valid because that data block is allocated in that version.

   b) Put: RMA put requires a relatively complex procedure illustrated in Figure 4. Log area is exposed via the RMA interface as a single contiguous memory buffer. At a fixed location in the area, there is a special integer field to contain tail pointer of the log.

   1) A client first tries to increment the tail pointer to allocate a new data block at the end of the log. This is done by an atomic operation.

   2) If the user-supplied data to put is not block-size-aligned, one or two ends of the block need to be copied from the previous version.

   3) The client updates metadata to point to the newly allocated data block. This update is also done by an atomic operation.
Finally, the client transfers user-supplied data to the data block.

If a client has valid metadata in the cache for its access, it means that the target data block is already allocated in the current version. Therefore, in such a case the client can skip steps 1 to 3, and start from step 4. If the put targets a large contiguous area (i.e. the region spans multiple data blocks), steps 1, 2, and 4 can be done simultaneously. However, step 3 must be done one-by-one for each block because we assume that atomic operations only operate on a single integer.

c) Get: get is implemented in a speculative fashion. First, the client speculatively gets the target data based on its metadata cache entries. If the required metadata in the cache is valid, the get is complete. If the metadata is maybe-invalid, the client simultaneously fetches metadata from the server to update its metadata cache. If the fetched metadata matches the prior copies, then the fetched data is correct. If not, The data block must be reloaded based on the new metadata. If the get request is issued for large message size (i.e. message size that spans multiple data blocks), this speculative get is performed only if the data blocks pointed by the current metadata cache are contiguous, for the best performance.

d) Flushing Old Versions: Old version data should eventually be flushed out to secondary storage (e.g. NVRAM, SSD, HDD, or shared parallel file system). The log-structured array has a special mechanism to do this flushing for RMA-based access. When a client updates a remote metadata block, it records the location of the old memory block locally. When the number of old blocks reaches a certain threshold, it sends the list of old blocks to the remote server thread. Then the server thread flushes these blocks to the secondary storage. With this mechanism, the main thread does not block when flushing the old blocks.

2) Message-based Protocol: This protocol is implemented by special messages that request array operations of a server. In order to handle messages, the server employs a dedicated thread for message handling. The server thread performs all the complex operations on the log structure, such as memory allocation and metadata updating. Then the server thread just returns a result (retrieved data for the get request, status code for the put request) to the client.

E. Design Considerations and Alternatives

1) Variable Block Size: As described above, log-structured arrays use fixed-size blocks. One alternative design choice would be to use variable-length block sizes. Variable block size would allow a single metadata block to represent a wider range, and would lead to reduce the size overhead of metadata blocks. However, this would make metadata addressing more difficult, especially for RMA clients. Therefore, we decided to use fixed-size block size.

2) Log Cleaning (Garbage Collection): The current design of the log-structured arrays does not include log cleaning. In order to make the system practical, a log cleaning feature is necessary when a log tail reaches the end of the memory buffer. One idea would be to run a garbage collector in version inc call at each node. During version increment, it is guaranteed that no other process is going to modify the array.

F. Implementation

GVR is implemented on top of MPI-3[24], which offers advanced one-sided communication functionalities compared to MPI-2. In MPI, a program must create a window, which is an abstract object that exposes a particular memory region for remote access. A process can access a remote memory region exposed through a window using one-sided communication functions such as MPI_Put or MPI_Get. When a global array is created, GVR sets up an MPI window to expose the memory buffer of the array. Another important feature introduced in MPI-3 is a set of atomic operations. Particularly, GVR uses the MPI_Compare_and_swap function to implement an atomic update of data structures in log-structured array.

GVR also utilizes message-passing features in MPI. GVR launches one service thread for background communication. This thread works as a server to handle complex operation requests, such as array creation, array destruction, and version increment. It can also handle basic operations such as get/put of array data for message-based data access scheme. In order to maximize the throughput for accessing log-structured arrays via the message-pasing style, the server thread uses a temporary, contiguous buffer for large message size operations. This buffering incurs one additional copy on the data movement path, but it helps reduce the total number of MPI communications, which determines the overall throughput.

IV. Evaluation

This section provides several benchmark results to reveal the performance of log-structured array, by comparing with flat array performance. First we exhibit a set of microbenchmarks, then demonstrate several performance data with scientific application programs.

A. Configuration

All the experiments are conducted on the Midway cluster installed in University of Chicago RCC. Each node has Intel Xeon E5-2670 (2.6GHz, 8-core), 32GB RAM, and Infiniband FDR-10 as an interconnect. One GVR process has two threads, the main thread and the target server thread (see Section III-F). We assign one dedicated CPU core for each thread.

1) Special Implementations for Midway: In order to achieve good performance on the Midway system, we had to add several machine-specific tuning to the GVR library. First, we found that too many outstanding requests were issued on Infiniband, overall performance dramatically dropped in this environment. So we configured GVR so that it would call MPI_Win_flush_all for once in every 32 MPI one-sided communication functions to flush all outstanding operations. Second, we found that default implementation of MPI_Waitany of MVAPICH2 did not perform well in multi-thread programs. The server thread spends most of the time in MPI_Waitany to wait for an incoming message, but this heavily sacrifices the performance of the main (application) thread. To mitigate the issue, we employ a combination of MPI_Testany and a spin loop in the server thread to wait for a message.

2) GVR Array Configurations: We compare several different array implementations to reveal performance characteristics. Array configurations are shown in Table I. We introduce two axes, data structure on the memory and access method.
Two data structures are used, contiguous (flat) buffer and log-structured buffer. The former is a simple, flat, and contiguous memory region, whereas the latter is a log-structured array proposed in this paper. Block size configurations of the log-structured array are shown in Table II. Block size is chosen based on the balance between runtime performance and array modification (update) ratio.

For each array data structure, two data access methods are provided and compared. One is remote memory access (RMA), in which a client uses RMA to access a target buffer. The other is message passing, where a client sends a message to request a data access to a server thread on a remote server.

For the Log-RMA configuration, there are several sub-states regarding the state of metadata cache and target data block, as follows: a) **miss**: metadata cache misses in get operations. b) **hit**: metadata cache hits in get operations. c) **first**: the first put for the target data block in put operations, thus the operation should begin with allocating a new data block. d) **ow-miss**: the target data block is already allocated in put operations, but the client-side metadata cache misses. e) **ow-hit**: the target data block is already allocated in put operations and the client-side metadata cache hits.

3) **Memory Configurations**: We project that NVRAM will be used as a part of main memory in the future computer systems [25]. Such system will have a combination of DRAM and NVRAM as a main memory. At this moment we are not sure which memory technology will actually win, but in general NVRAMs are expected to have higher density, lower bandwidth, and in some cases lower write durability, compared to DRAMs.

NVRAM can be exploited as a storage for old versions, as they are read-only and rarely accessed. The log-structured array will match the NVRAM characteristics in several reasons. First, log-structured array can create versions incrementally, so it can flush memory blocks to NVRAM in background. Second, it reduces the size of the versions preserved in NVRAM, which increases the number of versions kept or brings longer lifetime.

We add “slow” version of memory copy function to simulate flushing out of old version from DRAM to NVRAM, using the rdtscp instruction loop as in [26] We assume that the bandwidth of NVRAM is 1/10 of DRAM [25], so we tuned the slower memory copy to take 10x latency compared to regular one. We also prepared 1/100 speed configuration tuned the slower memory copy to take 10x latency compared to regular one. We also prepared 1/100 speed configuration.
Fig. 5. Access Latency for Put and Get operations (varied implementations)

Fig. 6. Single client, Single server Bandwidth, various configurations
Fig. 7. Elapsed time for version inc() call, 1MB array

```
while (true) {
    for (i < n_reads) {
        loc=rndloc(); get(loc, gds); }
    wait(gds); /* Wait for outstanding operations to complete */
    for (i < n_writes) {
        loc=rndloc(); put(loc, gds); }
    version_inc(gds);
}
```

Fig. 8. Pseudo-code of the kernel of the synthetic workload.

is done on a server-side thread, so this cost is independent from data access schemes. It only depends on the array data representation.

This benchmark first creates an array with a size of 1MB/process, then fills data to the entire array. After that it calls version inc function to increment version. Finally, time to complete the version inc call is measured. This experiment is done on 1 node through 32 nodes.

Figure 7 shows the result. Log-structured array shows significantly low cost compared to flat array, as much as 10 times speed up in single process case. This is because the flat array has to copy the entire array upon version increment but log-structured array only needs to copy metadata blocks, which are just 3.125% of the array in this case (metadata size = 4 bytes, block size=128 bytes).

C. Synthetic Workloads

Next we show the results of synthetic workloads shown in Figure 8 to compare the performance characteristics of log and flat array. The benchmark first allocates one-dimensional global array with uniform data distribution (i.e. each process owns the same size of buffer), then each process repeatedly reads and writes to random locations, and creates a new version at a certain interval (every n_reads + n_writes operations). A location is generated by the following function, similar one used in APEX-Map [27]:

\[
\text{rndloc} = C_i + s \frac{L}{2^{1/k}}
\]

where \(L\) stands for the total length of the array, \(n\) for total number of processes, \(i\) is the rank of each process \((0 \leq i < n)\), and \(C_i = \frac{L}{n} i + \frac{L}{2n}\) which is the center of the memory buffer owned by process \(i\) (assuming that process \(i\) owns \(i+1\)-th memory chunk of the array). \(s\) and \(p\) are random variables, \(s\) gives either 1 or \(-1\) in the same probability, whereas \(p\) gives a uniformly distributed random values over \([0, 1]\). \(k(0 < k \leq 1)\) determines the shape of the output of this function. Essentially is represents the locality of the access. If \(k\) equals to 1 it shows no locality, whereas when \(k\) becomes smaller and gets closer to 0, memory accesses will show higher locality around \(C_i\). We chose three values for \(k\), \(0.0025, 0.025, 0.25\), each of which corresponds to memory access patterns of radix sort, N-body simulation, and matrix multiplication respectively[27]. For each location chosen, 128 bytes of data are accessed in single operation.

Results are shown in Figure 9. Figure 9(a) (upper graph) indicates that the log-structured array outperforms flat array when versioning interval is small (=high frequency), due to smaller version inc cost. In particular, at the most frequent 10 ops/version (5 puts/version) case, log array is more than 19x faster than flat array. At this point memory consumption of the log array is less than 0.06%, saving more than 99%. If versioning interval becomes greater, version inc cost for flat array gets amortized and achieves higher performance than the log array. Large \(k\) also makes log array performance worse because locality becomes smaller. The bottom graph in Figure 9(a) shows the memory consumption relative to flat array. It shows that larger \(k\) or longer interval makes the program update more blocks, thus it consumes more memory. Figure 9(b) shows how the performance is affected by different process/array sizes. By scaling up the number of processes, log array performance gets worse because it will increase the contention between processes. However on the other hand log array is not affected so much by array size scaling. Figure 9(c) shows that higher read ratio benefits log array, as the put may require block allocation and costly. This confirms that log array suits well for read-intensive workload. Finally, Figure 9(d) illustrates the tradeoff in log array between performance and memory savings. Large block size improves the performance because it raises the chance of the block being reused (thus lowering block allocation cost), but if there is less reuse the most of the allocated block will become a waste in terms of memory consumption.

D. Application-level Benchmark

Here we present more realistic evaluations using three different scientific applications: OpenMC, PCG, and canneal. Table III summarizes the characteristics of three applications.

1) OpenMC: OpenMC is a production Monte Carlo code [28] for nuclear reactor simulations. We integrated GVR into OpenMC by applying GVR to its tally data. Tally is region-based and accumulated (i.e., fetch-and-add) data, where the region, or tally region, is the volume over which the tallies should be integrated. In a realistic reactor simulation, tally could reach terabytes size of data. GVR enables tally decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access type</th>
<th>OpenMC</th>
<th>PCG</th>
<th>canneal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access pattern</td>
<td>Accumulate only</td>
<td>Put only</td>
<td>Put and Get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access size</td>
<td>Small (8 bytes)</td>
<td>Large (entire array)</td>
<td>Small (8 bytes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling</td>
<td>Strong for array, Weak for particles</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of GVR arrays</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of each array</td>
<td>67MB</td>
<td>8MB</td>
<td>36MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versions captured</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>114 - 141</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access size</td>
<td>Small (8 bytes)</td>
<td>Large (entire array)</td>
<td>Small (8 bytes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access pattern</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling</td>
<td>Strong for array, Weak for particles</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of GVR arrays</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of each array</td>
<td>67MB</td>
<td>8MB</td>
<td>36MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versions captured</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>114 - 141</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS
and introduces resilience by versioning at the end of each batch, where batch is the grouping of multiple realization (particle histories) for tally purpose. Integrating GVR arrays requires fairly small changes (less than 1%) of OpenMC code. During the simulation, the tally is directly accumulated to the GVR global array. When a batch of particles simulation finished, a version is created by `version_inc()`. We configured the total tally size to 67MB, and the number of neutrons to 5000/process. Therefore the simulation is weak scaling in terms of number of neutrons and strong scaling in terms of the size of tally.

Figure 10 shows overall results of OpenMC. Since the tally size per process shrinks as the number of processes increases, results are plotted in per-process performance. When we look at the DRAM results, Log-RMA performs comparable to Flat-RMA. For 32 nodes, Log-RMA is only 4.7% slower compared to Flat-RMA. While achieving similar performance, log-structured array consumed 14.5% less memory to preserve versions, as shown later in Figure 13. Figure 10 also compares performances when NVRAM or SSD is introduced. Performance difference is most significant in 2-process case where each process holds the biggest size of data. In 2-process case, Flat-RMA performance is significantly dropped when NVRAM or SSD is introduced in the system. However for Log-RMA, NVRAM or SSD adds smaller impact to the performance. In the most extreme case for 2 processes, where SSD is introduced, Log-RMA outperforms Flat-RMA by 20%. This is because Flat-RMA is blocked at slow memory copy at each version increment while Log-RMA is not.

2) **PCG Solver:** Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method (PCG) is a common way to solve linear systems \((i.e. \text{find } x \text{ in } Ax = b)\) [29]. Our implementation uses the linear algebra primitives Trilinos library [30]. The vectors used in the computation are stored in a customized variant of a Trilinos Vector class that supports preservation and restoration of values via a GDS object, and versioned every iteration. Total number of versions (= number of iterations) depends on the number of processes, ranging from 114 (for 2 processes) to 141 (for 32 processes). For this study, we use for \(A\) a sparse matrix derived from the HPCG benchmark [31] of size 1000000 \times 1000000.

Figure 11 shows the results of the PCG solver experiment. This program shows a quite unstable behavior when the number of processes becomes more than eight, so we pick the most stable run among three trials. The Log-RMA result is pretty close to Flat-RMA performance, even in the worst case the
In the original program, it requires 128 synchronizations (= version_inc() in replay), but to reduce the runtime of the replay, we just replayed until first 10 synchronizations.

Figure 12 shows the result of replay time. Log-RMA has at most 26% percent overhead compared to Flat-RMA. Given that this workload is quite communication intensive, this could be a sort of worst case scenario for the log-structured array. If the amount of computation increases, this overhead will be amortized at certain point. While the log-structured array has an overhead for canneal, it saves significant amount of memory for preserving versions. As shown in Figure 13, it saves about 30% of memory compared to flat array versioning.

4) Version Memory Usage: Figure 13 compares the memory size required to preserve version data of each application benchmark. Size is shown relative to flat array. Log shows the memory usage when the block size shown in Table II is applied, while Log (min bs) shows when the block size is equal to the message size of the program issues (i.e. 8 bytes for OpenMC and canneal, whole array size for PCG). So this is the actual size of the regions that is modified by the program. These results are measured in 32-node run. For canneal, the maximum memory saving would be as much as 47.7

V. RELATED WORK

The design of the log-structured array is strongly motivated by the log-structured file system[32]. While the log-structured file system is designed for a file system on top of classical rotating hard disk drives, our log-structured array is designed for multi-version memory. Our Log-structured arrays have several characteristics optimized for efficient remote memory access, such as pre-allocated, and fixed-size metadata (index) structures. Behavior on overwriting is also different. The log-structured file system is designed for a file system on top of classical rotating hard disk drives, our log-structured array is designed for multi-version memory. Our Log-structured arrays have several characteristics optimized for efficient remote memory access, such as pre-allocated, and fixed-size metadata (index) structures. Behavior on overwriting is also different. The log-structured file system keeps all the updates in the log, while the log-structured array keeps only the latest update in a particular version.

Similar structures or designs have appeared in several distributed key-value store systems. Pilaf[33] is a key-value store that utilizes RDMA operations, however it applies RDMA only for get (read) operation from a server. Put (write) operation is always handled by message-based scheme. Our log-structured array implements both RMA-based and message-based access methods for both get and put, and shows empirical performance results. RAMCloud[34] is a distributed key-value store designed...
for fast crash recovery. In order to deal with a crash, it dumps newly appended data to disk storage. Its internal data organization is a log-structured memory. It also implements log cleaning schemes [35], a part of which could be utilized in our log-structured memory for GVR. SILT [36] is a distributed key-value store system that combines DRAM and flash. It stores all the appended data in a log structure, and older logs are flushed to a flash device with compression. Both in RAMCloud and SILT, written logs are considered read-only. This allows the systems to efficiently handle the log, for example in applying compression. Since the older version data in GVR arrays are also read-only, GVR will be able to apply similar techniques to old versions.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a log-structured array data structure for efficient memory versioning, and two different underlying communication models— RMA and message-passing. Our results show that log-structured arrays using the RMA access scheme can be comparable to flat arrays using the RMA scheme in terms of access performance, and much faster in version creation. Application-level studies show that log-structured versioning can achieve good access performance and fast version creation in full applications, delivering good efficiency overall. Further, the memory savings delivered by log-based schemes can be dramatic.

Interesting future directions include exploration of additional versioning implementations that might exploit application or hardware assistance (e.g. dirty bits), additional implementation issues such as log cleaning, and broader variety of hardware platforms. Other directions include use in systems that persist many versions, where the problem of minimizing version storage size and tolerating failures naturally leads to explorations of compression, efficient redundancy, recovery, etc. Finally, broader evaluation using more applications is always valuable.
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